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Including 5 years at the VA MED Center Sacramento, CA, installing microcomputer 
systems and peripheral equipment on networks, installing and wiring patch 
panels, configuring TC/PIP, and setting up equipment in network environments. 
Was one of the computer specialists that installed the first 600 computers, 
printers, and other equipment, in the VA MED Center.

FEBRUARY 1987 – DECEMBER 1987
ELECTRICAL WORKER - ABC CORPORATION

 Tested and evaluated equipment to isolate failures on the network, using 
headsets, voltmeters, and tone transmitters, data line monitors, data 
communications test sets.

 Determined various readings of decibels, resistance, signal loss and continuity, 
and assist vendor Customer Engineers and telephone maintenance personnel in
diagnosing or correcting line failures.

 Worked with vendors and other workers in new installations.
 Responsible for understanding terminal blocks, color codes, line configurations 

for full and half duplex.
 Diagnosing line problems with a series of test such as loop-back-mode, constant

carrier mode, in determining line conditions.
 Use various diagnostic programs to analyze terminal and communications 

performance and isolate communication problems.
 Work as team member, taking trouble calls in a Help desk environment, 

providing customers with assistance over the phone and making on site calls 
when required to resolve customer communication problems.

1984 – 1987
ELECTRICAL WORKER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Prepare sketches or follow blueprints to determine the location of wiring or 
equipment and to ensure conformance to building and safety codes.

 Diagnose malfunctioning systems, apparatus, or components, using test 
equipment and hand tools to locate the cause of a breakdown and correct the .

 Connect wires to circuit breakers, transformers, or other components.
 Test electrical systems or continuity of circuits in electrical wiring, equipment, or

fixtures, using testing devices, such as ohmmeters, voltmeters, .
 Use a variety of tools or equipment, such as power construction equipment, 

measuring devices, power tools, and testing equipment, such as .
 Inspect electrical systems, equipment, or components to identify hazards, 

defects, or the need for adjustment or repair, and to ensure compliance .
 Prepare sketches or follow blueprints to determine the location of wiring or 
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equipment and to ensure conformance to building and safety codes.

EDUCATION

GED

SKILLS

Computer Hardware, Network Administration, LAN, Server, Customer Service, 
Communication, Detail Oriented, Faxing, TCP/IP, Teaching, Troubleshooting, Vendor 
Relations, Windows, Windows.
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